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What types of performers are there for a process?

A. Only human performers are possible for process.
B. Only system/applications performers are possible for a process.
C. Human or System/application performers are both possible for a process.
D. None of the above.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 45
Which functionalities are provided by the Export feature of MDM server for PIM?
i)You can export catalogs into any format .
ii)You can publish variances.
iii)You can publish subsets of content.
iv)You can merge destination-specific data and standard information.

A. i is true
B. ii and iii are true
C. i, iii and iv are true
D. i, ii, iii and iv are true

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
Which statement best describes Export?

A. It is a web service that pulls data out of PIM.
B. It is a feed that pulls data from PIM to external source.
C. It is a database command to pull data out of PIM.
D. None of the above.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 47
What happens during item checkout?

A. Entries are moved from collaboration area.
B. Entries are copied in workflow.
C. Source entry is updated.
D. Source entry is locked, and entries are copied in collaboration area.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 48
Which statement(s) is/are TRUE?
i)Every workflow has one starting point (the initial state).
ii)Every workflow has one ending point (a final state).
iii)There can be any number of states or steps between initial and final Transitions.
iv)It is not mandatory to have initial, final state of a workflow.

A. Only i, ii, iii, iv are correct options
B. Only iii, iv are correct options
C. Only i, ii are correct options
D. Only i, ii, iii are correct options

Answer: D

QUESTION: 49
How many types of Selections are there in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM?

A. There are two type of selections available in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM: Static
selection and Dynamic selection.
B. There is only one type of selection available in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM:
Dynamic selection.
C. There is only one type of selection available in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM: Static
selection.
D. There is no Selection available in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 50
Which statement is TRUE about roles?

A. Each role can be assigned to multiple users.
B. Each role can be assigned to only one user.
C. Roles cannot be assigned to users.
D. None of the above.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 51
Which statement is NOT true?

A. In create_cmp.sh parameter we need to specify the company code. This parameter is
mandatory and may not be unique.
B. We can execute the create_cmp.sh shell script only when the system is up and running.
C. The syntex for creating company is create_cmp.sh ode=<company_code> -name=<company_name>.The syntex for creating company is create_cmp.sh
?ode=<company_code> --name=<company_name>.
D. We can execute the create_cmp.sh shell script multiple times in parallel.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 52
Which of the following is NOT true about message IDs in logs?

A. It indicates the PIM component that had the error.
B. It has a unique numbering system.
C. It indicates the severity.
D. It indicates design or runtime error.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 53
What is TRUE about default Administrator role in MDM for PIM?

A. We can update the Administrator role as per the requirements.

B. We can delete the Administrator role.
C. Administrator is a role that cannot be modified or deleted.
D. None of the above.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 54
What does a file spec represent?

A. Structure of a data model to define location attributes and supplementary attributes
associated with particular categories.
B. Structure of database model in PIM.
C. Structure of a data file from a data source to use for a catalog or hierarchy import.
D. None of the above.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 55
Which are Core data objects in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM?

A. Items and a Attributes
B. Attributes
C. Hierarchy, catalog
D. All of the above.

Answer: D
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